Control theory provides techniques to design controllers, or control functions, for dynamical systems with inputs, so as to grant a particular behaviour of such a system. The inverted pendulum is a classic system in control theory: it is used as a benchmark for nonlinear control techniques and is a model for several other systems with various applications. We formalized in the Coq proof assistant the proof of soundness of a control function for the inverted pendulum. This is a first step towards the formal verification of more complex systems for which safety may be critical.
Introduction
The spread of the use of automated entities, namely robots or cyber-physical systems, to perform tasks considered as "hard" for human beings (e.g. transporting heavy objects, assembly line work, driving a car) raises security issues. Testing increases the confidence we have in such objects, but for critical applications it is not sufficient and proofs are necessary. Several aspects in their design must be taken into account for them to be granted as secure. As cyber-physical systems, they are controlled by programs whose flaws (e.g. bugs, approximations through floating-point arithmetic. . . ) must be considered. They also interact with their environment and, besides the important questions behind the use of sensors, they can be considered as dynamical systems with inputs.
A goal of control theory is to design techniques with a strong mathematical foundation to control the behaviour of dynamical systems. A classic example used in control theory is the inverted pendulum (see Fig. 1 ), or cart and pole system. It is a pole which is weighted at one end, and which pivots around its other end. The pivot is on a cart which moves horizontally along a straight track. This system has two equilibria: the two positions of the pendulum where the pole is along the vertical line. The lower position is stable: if the position of the pole is slightly changed, it will move back to the equilibrium. The upper one is unstable: after any small perturbation of the pole's position, the pole will move further apart from the equilibrium.
The "control challenge" for this system is to move the cart in order to bring the pole to its (upper) unstable equilibrium [7, 25] . A program, or control function, controls the acceleration of the cart in order to reach this goal. This experiment is used as a benchmark for nonlinear control techniques. Moreover, it is a model for several other systems, for instance with applications in object transportation [11, 36] or to control the motion of bipedal systems [38] .
In this paper we present a formalization 1 in the Coq proof assistant [39] of the proof of soundness of a control function for the inverted pendulum designed by Lozano et al. [25] . This function, presented as a force applied to the dynamical system of the pendulum, makes the pendulum converge to a homoclinic orbit, thus to a trajectory which brings the pendulum to its unstable equilibrium with zero angular frequency, and the cart to its starting point. The soundness of such a control function is the stability of the system, that is the convergence of the system to the desired region of space. For this formalization, we use the SSReflect exstension of Coq's tactic language [13] , the Mathematical Components library 2 and the Coqelicot library [5] .
While working on this formalization, we found a few mistakes in the mathematical proof by Lozano et al. [25] . Their statement is however true, since we managed to correct all of them. In this paper we will follow the mathematical proof, highlighting in boldface the places where the mistakes were made and describing the solutions we found.
We first introduce the inverted pendulum and the underlying dynamical system (Sect. 2). Then we present the ideas behind the design of the control function from Lozano et al. (Sect. 3 ). This will give us all the material needed to describe the proof of stability of this system and to pinpoint the places where the formalization has to diverge from the paper proof (Sect. 4). Finally, we focus on some details of the formalization (Sect. 5).
The Inverted Pendulum
The proof of stability of the inverted pendulum is very dependent on how this system is characterised. In this section, we first state the differential equation of the system as given by the laws of physics and then we explain which form of equation was chosen by Lozano et al. [25] in order to prove the system's stability. We then state the soundness theorem. The inverted pendulum is a weighted pole which has a pivot on a cart (Fig. 1) . The cart moves horizontally along a line in order to bring the pole to its upper (unstable) equilibrium. We denote by m and M the respective masses of the pole's weight and of the cart, l the length of the pole, fctrl the control force (function) applied to the system, θ the angle that the pole forms with the vertical line and x the position of the cart. We also use the standard notation д for the gravitational acceleration on Earth.
The Physics of the System
Using Lozano et al. 's notations [25] , if we define q = x θ the state of the system, M (q) = M + m ml cos θ ml cos θ ml 2 , C (q,q) = 0 −mlθ sin θ 0 0 , G (q) = 0 −mдl sin θ and τ (q,q) = fctrl (q,q) 0 , then the differential equation that characterises this dynamical system is the following:
M (q)q + C (q,q)q + G (q) = τ (q,q) .
Note that the position x of the cart will only appear in the expression of the control function. Indeed, the physics of the (free) system does not depend on the position of the cart. However, it is a goal to bring back the cart to its starting position so that x must appear in the control term.
The System We Formalized
The goal of the control function is to bring this system to a homoclinic orbit, that is a trajectory which converges to the unstable equilibrium of the pendulum. In other terms, the purpose of this function is to make the unstable equilibrium of the (free) pendulum a stable equilibrium of the controlled system and, in addition, to make the system converge to this equilibrium.
For a dynamical system, converging to a stable equilibrium is called asymptotic stability [21] . This is an important notion for the control of nonlinear systems. A major tool to prove the stability of such dynamical systems is LaSalle's invariance principle [22] . It was used by Lozano et al. [25] to prove the convergence of their pendulum to a homoclinic orbit.
LaSalle's invariance principle requires the dynamical system to be described by a first-order autonomous differential equation, i.e. where the behaviour of the system only depends on its position. In order to rewrite (1) as such an equation, it is necessary to consider a state that contains more information:
It is then possible to transform (1) into the following equa-
where, for all p =
. However, with (2), we lose some pieces of information. For instance, since we work with points in R 5 , we forget that z 2 is a cosinus. It will then be necessary to pose constraints on the initial value z(0) in order to keep the lost information as an invariant. For example, the equation z 2 (t ) 2 + z 3 (t ) 2 = 1 is to be proven for any time t.
Soundness of the Control Function
As explained in Sect. 2.2, the goal is to prove that for a well-chosen control function, the inverted pendulum is asymptotically stable. Instead of proving the convergence of the pendulum to its upper equilibrium, Lozano et al. [25] prove the convergence to a trajectory which converges to the equilibrium, called homoclinic orbit. This trajectory is characterised by the following differential equation:
As we want the cart to stop at its starting point, on this trajectory we also want to have x = 0 andẋ = 0. With the notations of Sect. 2.2, we want to prove that the solutions of (2) converge to the set of points p such that p 0 = 0 and p 1 = 0 and 1
In Coq [39] , this set is defined in a very similar way thanks to the use of notations for set comprehension and for the access to components of vectors.
Here, 'rV[R]_5 is the type for vectors in R 5 from the Mathematical Components library 3 (see Sect. 5.1 for more details).
Convergence to a trajectory, or more generally to a set, is an easy generalisation of the notion of convergence to a point (see Definition 2.1): it is sufficient to replace in the definition of convergence the distance to a point with the distance to a set. Definition 2.1. A function of time y(t ) converges to a set A as t goes to infinity, denoted by y(t ) → A as t → +∞, if
The choice of control function by Lozano et al. implies constraints on the starting position of the system (see Sect. 3). The stability result from Lozano et al. can then be expressed as follows.
Theorem 2.2. For some set K of starting positions and for a well-chosen control function fctrl, all solutions of (2) starting in K converge to the homoclinic orbit described by (3), together 3 https://math-comp.github.io/math-comp/ with the property that x = 0 andẋ = 0, when time goes to infinity.
As detailed in Sect. 5.3, we represent all the solutions of the differential equation (2) using a function sol. This function takes the initial positition of the inverted pendulum as input and computes the trajectory of the system. It also depends on the control function but for simplicity we do not display this dependency in our notations.
We state Theorem 2.2 in Coq through the following lemma, with the notation f @ +oo --> A to express the convergence of a function f to a set A when time goes to infinity. This notation was introduced in our previous work on LaSalle's invariance principle [8] .
Design of the Control Function
The proof of stability of the inverted pendulum from Lozano et al. [25] goes through the use of LaSalle's invariance principle [22] . We first give the statement of the version of LaSalle's invariance principle we formalized. Then we explain how the use of this theorem affects the choice of the control function and the constraints imposed on the system.
LaSalle's Invariance Principle
LaSalle's invariance principle [22] is a tool to prove the asymptotic stability of the solutions of an autonomous system of differential equations in R n , thus an equation of the form:
where y is a function of time and F is a vector field in R n . The first aspect of asymptotic stability, i.e. the convergence of solutions of (4) to the equilibrium under some conditions, is expressed by LaSalle as convergence to a given region of space when time goes to infinity (recall Definition 2.1), and he gives examples where the properties of this region imply that it is the equilibrium.
LaSalle's invariance principle extends Lyapunov's second method [24] in order to study asymptotic stability. This method requires the existence of a Lyapunov function V that satisfies some properties. Theses properties are sign conditions on the derivative of V along the trajectories of the solutions of (4) starting in a given compact set K.
The choice of the Lyapunov function V affects the choice of the compact set K, in the sense that the sign conditions impose constraints on K. It also affects the set to which the solutions will converge, when it is not reduced to the equilibrium of the system, since it depends on K. Indeed, we proved in a previous work [8] a generalisation of LaSalle's invariance principle where this set is the union of the positive limiting sets, i.e. the sets of limit points (see Definition 3.1), of all the solutions starting in K. 
The other aspect of asymptotic stability is the fact that the solutions of (4) do not go too far from the equilibrium. Most often, there is a perturbation from the equilibrium that makes the solutions diverge from it. It can also be hard to determine a basin of attraction of this equilibrium. Fortunately, in order to use LaSalle's invariance principle it is sufficient to find a region around the equilibrium which is invariant with respect to (4) (see Definition 3.2). In our case, the compact set K will be such a region. We improved our formalization of LaSalle's invariance principle [8] by relaxing an hypothesis on the Lyapunov function V . In this previous work, we supposed this function was differentiable in K. In fact it is only required to be continuous on K and such that it is differentiable along trajectories of solutions starting in K. In other terms the composition of V with any solution starting in K is differentiable at any time.
Among the hypotheses of LaSalle's invariance principle, there is the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (4) on K. We will then denote by sol p the unique solution of (4) with initial condition p ∈ K, andṼ (p) the derivative of V • sol p at time 0. We proved the following result, illustrated by Fig. 2 .
Assume F is such that we have the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (4) and the continuity of solutions relative to initial conditions on an invariant compact set K. Suppose there is a scalar function V , continuous on K, such that for all point p ∈ K, V • sol p is differentiable at any time, andṼ (p) ⩽ 0. Let S be the set of all points p ∈ K such thatṼ (p) = 0 and L be the union of all Γ + (y) for y solution starting in K. Then, L is an invariant subset of S and for all solution y starting in K, y(t ) → L as t → +∞.
Imposing a sign condition on the derivative of V • sol p at time 0 is sufficient since we have the important property
so that sol p has for value and derivative at time s the value and derivative of sol sol p (s ) at time 0. Thus, we get the sign condition on the derivative of V • sol p at any time as soon as it exists (which is assumed among our hypotheses). As a consequence, LaSalle's invariance principle in fact proves that V is minimised along the trajectories of solutions of (4). 
Constraints on the System
The challenge behind the use of LaSalle's invariance principle [22] is to find an appropriate Lyapunov function V so that being an invariant subset of S = p ∈ K |Ṽ (p) = 0 grants the desired properties. In the case of Lozano et al. [25] , the goal is to converge to a homoclinic orbit. In order to achieve this goal, they choose an energy approach. With the notations of Sect. 2.1, the energy of the system is
so that at the unstable equilibrium the energy is null. Conversely, when E (q,q) = 0 andẋ = 0, (6) becomes (3), thus the equation of a homoclinic orbit. Thus, it is sufficient to find a Lyapunov function V such that LaSalle's invariance principle proves the convergence to a set where E = 0,ẋ = 0 and x = 0. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, V is minimised along the trajectories hence there is the obvious choice
with k E , k v and k x positive constants. With the notations of Sect. 2.2, (7) becomes
An important assumption to be proven is thatṼ (p) ⩽ 0 for all point p in the compact set K still to be defined. Computation shows that when z is a solution of (2), the derivative of V • z is
so that the control function
This choice of control function imposes several constraints on the system and on the compact set K. First of all, this function needs to be well-defined and smooth in K in order to have the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (2) and the continuity of solutions relative to initial conditions on K. Moreover, it should not drive the system outside of its domain of definition. Thus, we need to prove that for any solution z starting in K we have k v + M + mz 2 3 k E E (z) 0. Knowing that z 3 represents a sinus (hence z 2 3 ⩽ 1) and that K should be invariant, it will be sufficient to have
Then, to avoid converging to the stable equilibrium of the pendulum, where E (p) = −2mдl, we want to ensure that E (p) < 2mдl for p ∈ K. Overall, we want that
It is then sufficient to have
2 for p ∈ K in order to prove the constraint on E. This constant corrects the one from Lozano et al., where k E was forgotten. Finally, as mentioned in Sect. 2.2, since we forget that p 2 represents a cosinus and p 3 a sinus, we also need to ensure that p 2 2 + p 2 3 = 1, which leads to the following definition of the compact set K:
Stability Proof
In order to prove the stability of this inverted pendulum, we have first to show that the system satisfies the hypotheses of the version of LaSalle's invariance principle [22] exposed in Sect. 3.1. Then, we prove that this theorem indeed grants the convergence of the inverted pendulum to the homoclinic orbit given by (3) together with the property that the cart's position and speed are null. We follow here the proof by Lozano et al. [25] , briefly giving the missing justifications for the use of LaSalle's invariance principle, and highlighting the places where the proof by Lozano et al. was erroneous.
Verification of the Hypotheses of LaSalle's
Invariance Principle The first step in the verification of the inverted pendulum from Lozano et al. [25] is to check that the system is well-defined. Looking at the form of Fpendulum in (2), it is sufficient to prove that for all p ∈ K, M + mp 2 3 0 and fctrl (p) is well-defined. The first point is in fact true for any p. The control function is well-defined at points such that its denominator is non zero. Following the reasoning in Sect. 3.2, we get that fctrl is well-defined on K. Hence, the system is well-defined on K.
Then, we need to prove the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. First, we admit the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (2) and the continuity of solutions relative to initial conditions on K. A way to prove these properties is to use the Cauchy-Lipschitz Theorem (also known as the PicardLindelöf Theorem). However, the only formalization of this theorem in the Coq proof-assistant [39] we are aware of is the one by Makarov and Spitters [27] . It is based on the CoRN library of constructive real numbers [9] , while our formalization of the inverted pendulum is based on the Coqelicot library [5] , which extends Coq's standard library on classically axiomatized real numbers [29] .
Then, the set K is compact, since it is closed and bounded and we are in finite dimension (we work in R 5 ). The remaining hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are
While proving the invariance of K, we found a circular dependency between two properties in the proof by Lozano et al., none of them being proven in the end. Indeed, given a point p ∈ K, the goal is to prove that for all t, sol p (t ) ∈ K. This decomposes into two parts:
The former is easy but in order to prove the latter, the authors argue that V •sol p is non increasing, which concludes the proof since sol p (0) = p and p ∈ K. However, to show that V • sol p is non increasing, it is necessary that fctrl • sol p is well-defined, hence that sol p stays in K.
We managed to eliminate this circular dependency and to prove the three remaining hypotheses by proving Lemma 4.1.
Let us first check that Lemma 4.1 indeed implies the three remaining hypotheses. First, Hypothesis 2 is an obvious corollary of Lemma 4.1. Then, Hypothesis 3 is true because by definitionṼ (p) is the derivative at time 0 of V • sol p . Finally, Lemma 4.1 implies that if p ∈ K, then V • sol p is non increasing, which proves Hypothesis 1 as discussed above.
In the remaining of this section, we explain how we managed to eliminate the circular dependency in order to prove Lemma 4.1. In fact, given a time t and a point p ∈ K, the derivative of V • sol p at time t has indeed the desired value as soon as fctrl is well-defined at point sol p (t ). Instead of proving that fctrl is well-defined on K, we noticed that the reasoning in Sect. 3.2 proves the more precise Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.2. The control function fctrl is well-defined at the points p such that p 2 3 ⩽ 1 and V (p) < B.
Then, since the set p ∈ R 5 | p 2 2 + p 2 3 = 1 is invariant, it is possible to show that Lemma 4.2 implies Lemma 4.3. Lemma 4.3. For all p ∈ K and all time t, the derivative at
Using Lemma 4.3, it is sufficient to prove Lemma 4.4 in order to get Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.4. For all p ∈ K and all time t, V • sol p (t ) < B.
It might seem that we are doing the same reasoning as Lozano et al.: we use the expression of the derivative of V • sol p in order to prove that V • sol p stays below a given bound. Moreover, proving that the bound is correct is necessary to prove the validity of the expression for this derivative. However, there is here a crucial difference with the previous goal: now we have a strict inequality in Lemma 4.4 compared to the large inequality in the definition of K.
This allows us to do the following proof. Consider s the greatest lower bound of the set A of times at which the condition is not satisfied:
The goal is to prove that s = +∞. Since 0 ⩽ s, it is sufficient to prove that s cannot be finite. In the case where s is finite, it is possible to show that s is in fact a minimum. This is where having a large inequality in the definition of s is important: if s is not a minimum, then we have the strict inequality V • sol p (s) < B, which allows us to build by continuity of V • sol p a lower bound of A which is greater than s.
We can also prove that s is positive. Moreover, for all time 0 < t < s, since we know that V • sol p (t ) < B by definition of the greatest lower bound, the derivative of
by Lemma 4.3. Then, using the mean value theorem, we get that
which is not possible since B ⩽ V • sol p (s) and V (p) < B.
Convergence to the Homoclinic Orbit
Theorem 3.3 applied to the inverted pendulum proves the convergence of any solution of (2) starting in K to the set
The goal is now to prove that L is included in the homoclinic orbit characterised by (3) with the additional property that for all p ∈ L, p 0 = 0 and p 1 = 0. As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, it is sufficient to prove that for all p ∈ L,
Since L is an invariant subset of the set S = p ∈ K |Ṽ (p) = 0 by Theorem 3.3, we know that the derivative of V • sol p at time 0 is null. Using (3) we prove that the derivative function of V • sol p is the identically zero function. As proven in Sect. 4.1, this derivative function is also t → −k d sol p (t ) 2 1 . From this, we deduce Lemma 4.5.
is the identically zero function.
In particular, from point 1 of Lemma 4.5 at time 0 we get Goal 2. From all this, we can also derive the important equations
We know by Lemma 4.5 that E • sol p is constant (equal to E (p)). Either this constant is zero or it is not. If it is zero, i.e. Goal 3 is true, from (8) at time 0 we prove Goal 1, which ends the proof.
If E (p) 0, we want to derive a contradiction by proving that it implies that E (p) = 0, or equivalently (thanks to Lemma 4.5) that E • sol p is the identically zero function. From (8) and points 2 and 3 of Lemma 4.5 we prove Lemma 4.6.
Until this point, we followed the proof from Lozano et al. [25] . But then the authors present an erroneous (and unnecessary) proof that fctrl • sol p is the identically zero function. They draw from that, again through an erroneous proof, the conclusion that E•sol p is the identically zero function.
In order to understand their mistake, it is important to know that Lemma 4.7 is a significant tool for the remaining of the proof. If an equation e between two functions is true on an interval, we will call "derivative of e" the equation obtained from e using Lemma 4.7.
Lemma 4.7. Let I be an interval and f and д be two real functions differentiable on I .
If for all t ∈ I , f (t ) = д (t ), then for all t ∈ I ,ḟ (t ) =д (t ).
Taking the derivative of (9) and using Lemma 4.6, we get the following equation (10) where C is a constant depending on E (p).
Then, for a given time t, if sol p (t ) 4 0, then we get from (10) that
The authors then proceed to take the derivative of this new equation, which is incorrect because an equation has to be valid on an interval for one to be allowed to take its derivative. In this particular case, it is still possible to take the derivative of (11) because it is true on a small interval containing t. Indeed, when sol p (t ) (10)), which we already know by Lemma 4.6.
The first step is to prove the following equation, which we obtain from (9) and (13):
∀t, sol p (t )
Equation (12) has several consequences. In particular, we can prove Lemma 4.8, from which we deduce Lemma 4.9 using (2), (13) and (12).
is the identically zero function. From (6), point 1 of Lemma 4.5 and point 1 of Lemma 4.9, we know that
Hence, in order for E • sol p to be the identically zero function, it is sufficient to prove that
By point 3 of Lemma 4.9, it is sufficient to prove that sol p (t )
with (14) we get the equation E • sol p (t ) = −2mдl, which contradicts the condition E (p) < b from Sect. 3.2 (p ∈ K and E • sol p is constant).
All in all, this gives a (correct) simpler proof that all solutions of (2) starting in K converge to a set L included in the homoclinic orbit characterised by (3), with the additional property that for all p ∈ L, p 0 = 0 and p 1 = 0. We end this section with an idea of the proof of Lemma 4.8.
Both points of Lemma 4.8 can be proven using Lemma 4.10. Indeed, using (12) and (13) 
If f is continuous on I and if f can only take a finite number of different values on I , then f is constant on I .
Formalization
In this section, we give details on the formalization of the proof we present in Sect. 4. We start by giving some context on the libraries and data structures we use. Then, we discuss questions of topology we had to face. Then, we explain how we deal with differential equations. Finally, we explain how we designed a way to compute derivatives and differentials automatically in order to simplify proofs.
Context and Data Structures
We formalized the proof of stability of the inverted pendulum from Lozano et al. [25] in the Coq proof assistant [39] . Our proof scripts are written using the SSReflect extension of Coq's tactic language [13] , which usually gives compact proof scripts. Our development extends our previous work on LaSalle's invariance principle [8] with around 2500 lines of code, where only 1000 lines are devoted to the definition and the proof of the system.
For real analysis, we rely on the Coqelicot library [5] , which is a conservative extension of Coq's standard library on real numbers [29] . The main advantage of Coqelicot over the standard library is its filter-based theory of convergence, inspired by the analysis library of Isabelle/HOL [18] .
In topology, a filter is a nonempty set of sets, closed under some operations. The most important filters we use are the set of neighbourhoods of a point p, denoted by locally p in Coqelicot, and the set of neighbourhoods of +∞. In Coqelicot, the standard characterization of the convergence of a function f at point p to a point q (p and q can also be ±∞) is abstracted as the inclusion in the neighbourhood filter of q of the image by f of the neighbourhood filter of p. This abstraction proved its efficiency both in Coqelicot and Isabelle/HOL.
Coqelicot also contains a hierarchy of algebraic structures (from abelian groups to complete normed modules) and of topological structures (uniform spaces and complete spaces). This hierarchy is developped using canonical structures [26] . Coqelicot equips Coq's type R of real numbers with all theses structures. In our case, since the system described in Sect. 2.2 is in R 5 , we have first to choose a data type which represents vectors in R 5 and to equip this type with Coqelicot's structures.
We follow the example of Paşca's work on multivariate analysis [33, 34] and use the structure of vectors from the Mathematical Components library 4 (see [33] for a discussion on the different possibilities for representing R n in Coq). A point in R n is thus represented as an element of the type 'rV[R]_n of row vectors on R of length n. A row vector of length n is a matrix with one line and n columns. Matrices with m rows and n columns are represented as functions from 'I_m * 'I_n to the type of the coefficients, where 'I_p is the type of natural numbers k such that k < p. The main difference with Paşca's work is that we have access to the Coqelicot library (and that the Mathematical Components library has evolved since), so that we work in a more convenient framework to do multivariate analysis where we can reuse many theorems already proven.
Still, we have to equip the type 'rV[R]_n with Coqelicot's structures so that they are automatically inferred where needed. We can prove that when a type T has a certain structure, the type 'rV[T]_n canonically inherits this structure. This is the matter of a few 500 lines, using straightforward definitions such as componentwise addition for the abelian group structure, or componentwise multiplication by an element of a ring A for the A-module structure. However, difficulties arise with the definition of a norm over the type of vectors. The maximum norm is a natural choice and using Mathematical Components' library for iterated operators over an indexed set (big operators) is even more natural.
Definition vnorm (x : 'rV[T]_n) := \big[Rmax/0]_i (norm (x ord0 i)).
In this definition, (x ord0 i) is the ith component of the vector x and we iterate the maximum operator Rmax. We also have to give a default element for the case where n is 0, which in our case is 0 since we manipulate non negative numbers. The main difficulty with this definition comes from the fact that some theorems on big operators require some algebraic structure on the operator, in particular the existence of a neutral element. The maximum operator on real numbers does not admit such a structure.
However, since we consider only non negative numbers, 0 is a neutral element. Paşca suggests two possibilities [34] : to build the type of non negative real numbers, equip it with the right structure, and use the theorems in Mathematical Components' library for big operators, or to define a new maximum operator which has the right structure by definition and such that it coincides with Rmax on non negative numbers 4 https://math-comp.github.io/math-comp/ and move from one operator to the other through rewriting. We experimented with the second possibility, which was Paşca's choice, but we eventually opted for a third choice of implementation which revealed to be shorter: to prove again the theorems from the Mathematical Components library that require some algebraic structure, instantiated on real numbers together with the additional hypothesis that we only consider families of non negative numbers. This is however not a long term solution.
The first possibility mentioned by Paşca seems to be the best way in the long term but developing a theory of non negative real numbers in Coq is not so obvious. For instance, if R + is a new type built on top of the type R, it inherits from R its monoid structure but proving this in Coq requires a redefinition of addition as an operation on R + and a proof that this new addition is associative and that the 0 of R + (which is not the same as the 0 of R) is an identity for this operation. This is a duplication of the code we would like to avoid.
Topology
Topology is an important topic of this work. Indeed, we heavily rely on filters, we use LaSalle's invariance principle [22] which is a theorem of convergence and we work with compact sets. However, we do not really commit to doing topology. For instance, we speak of compact sets instead of compact spaces, thus avoiding the use of the subspace topology. A reason for this is that the Coqelicot library [5] does not deal with topological spaces. In fact, the topological structure which is at the base of Coqelicot's hierarchy is the structure of uniform space and not all topological spaces are uniform spaces: only those which are completely regular are uniform spaces. Coqelicot uses a pseudometrics definition of uniform spaces: a uniform space is a type U equipped with a predicate ball : U -> R -> U -> Prop satifying
• reflexivity: forall x (e : posreal), ball x e x,
• symmetry: forall x y e, ball x e y -> ball y e x,
• and the triangular inequality: forall x y z e1 e2, ball x e1 y -> ball y e2 z -> ball x (e1 + e2) z.
In this context, the neighbourhood filter of a point p : U, called locally p as mentioned in Sect. 5.1, is easily defined in Coqelicot: a set A is a neighbourhood of p if it contains a ball centered on p and of positive radius.
Definition locally (p : U) (A : set U) := exists e : posreal, ball p e <= A.
In our previous formalization of LaSalle's invariance principle [8] , we used this notion of neighbourhood to define the notion of compactness in terms of filters. This definition involves the notion of clustering: a filter clusters to a point if each of its elements intersects each neighbourhood of the point. A set A is then said to be compact if every proper filter on A clusters to a point of A, where a proper filter is a filter which does not contain the empty set. Here, we use the notation A & B for the intersection of A with B and A !=set0 for exists p, A p.
In our formalization of the inverted pendulum from Lozano et al. [25] , we prove that the set K is compact by proving that it is closed and bounded, as explained in Sect. 4.1. A closed and bounded set is compact in a finite dimensional space because it is a closed subset of a compact set (the finite product of segments defined by its bound). We have thus to prove that a finite product of compact sets in R is compact. We decided to formalize the more general Tychonoff Theorem, which admits a simple proof thanks to filters, although it requires the axiom of choice in the form of Zorn's Lemma (we used the version of Zorn's Lemma contained in Schepler's small library on set theory 5 ).
Tychonoff's Theorem states that a product of compact topological spaces is compact. Its proof uses the definition of compactness in terms of ultrafilters. An ultrafilter is a proper filter which is maximal for set inclusion. A set A is compact if and only if every ultrafilter on A converges to a point in A, where "F converges to p" means "F contains the neighbourhood filter of p". What makes the proof simple is the fact that, when given a product space U = i ∈I U i , an ultrafilter F on U and p ∈ U , F converges to p if and only if for all i ∈ I , the ultrafilter
, where π i is the canonical projection to U i . When each U i is compact, we have by definition the convergence of F i to some p i and thus we can build a p to which F converges.
However, this proof is not possible if we stay in the world of uniform spaces, because it actually exploits the properties of the product topology. To be more precise, it uses separately the properties of the weak topology and of the supremum topology, which are combined to define the product topology. The product topology on i ∈I U i is the supremum topology of the weak topologies by each projection π i on U i (see for instance Wilansky's textbook on topology [40] for the details). In the world of uniform spaces, we are stuck with the uniform topology, which is induced by balls. This topology is semimetrizable, while the supremum topology of an uncountable family of semimetrizable topologies might not be semimetrizable. Thus we might be working with the wrong topology.
Instead, we formalize the notion of topological space and prove Tychonoff's Theorem in the context of topological spaces. A topological space is a type T equipped with a family of sets, called open sets, which is stable by union and by finite intersection and which contains the full set. A neighbour of a point p in T is a set A which is open and that contains p. As before, a filter clusters to a point if each of its elements intersects each neighbourhood of the point and a set A is said to be compact if every proper filter on A clusters to a point of A. We can also prove that balls in a uniform space indeed induce a topology and that the compact sets for this topology are the compact sets according to the previous definition on uniform spaces. Moreover, the uniform topology on the finite product U n + 1 , where U is a uniform space, is the same topology as the product topology of the uniform topology on U. Thus we can swap from one definition of compactness to the other before using the specificities of the product topology through Tychonoff's Theorem. Finally, we get that a product of n + 1 compact sets in U is a compact set of U n + 1 .
Here, the @ notation allows us to specify the implicit argument, which is the topology in the case of the open predicate.
Note that there already exists a library for topology in Coq by Schepler 6 , which contains a proof of Tychonoff's Theorem. However, this library has its own definitions of filters and uniform spaces and does not interface well with Coqelicot. For instance, Schepler's filters are Coqelicot's proper filters and Schepler's formalization of uniform spaces implies that these are metric spaces while Coqelicot's uniform spaces are not necessarily metric. Moreover, in Schepler's library the definition of compactness concerns topological spaces whereas, as mentionned before, we focus on subsets of such spaces without referring to the subspace topology.
On Differential Equations
As explained in Sect. 3.1, we generalised our previous version of LaSalle's invariance principle [8] by weakening some hypotheses. We also changed the formal definition of the notion of solution of a differential equation in order to take into account more equations. We present here the former definition of the notion of solution and the issues we pinpointed in our previous paper and we explain how we modified this definition for the present work. In our previous work, a function y was considered to be a solution of the differential equation (4) if its derivative function is equal to F • y.
Definition is_sol (y : R -> U) := forall t, is_derive y t (F (y t)).
Here, U is the ambient space (e.g. 'rV[R]_5 in the particular case of the inverted pendulum) and R the set of real numbers. But in practice we are only interested in systems which have a physical interpretation, or in other terms in functions of time. Some equations might even have no meaning for negative values of t. Thus, we would like to work with functions whose domain is the set of non negative real numbers. This would require constructing the type for this set and to develop its theory. An easy and lightweight compromise is to keep functions on R, but only require the solution to satisfy the differential equation for non negative times.
Definition is_sol (y : R -> U) := forall t, 0 <= t -> is_derive y t (F (y t)).
However, this definition is incompatible with our way to express the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (4). Indeed, as in our previous work, we assume the existence of a function sol : U -> R -> U which takes the initial condition as first argument and outputs the corresponding solution of (4). This choice of a function representing the unique solution is similar to the work on ordinary differential equations in Isabelle/HOL by Immler and Hölzl [20] . They use however Hilbert's ε operator to obtain the function corresponding to sol, which we cannot do in Coq [39] .
In order to admit the existence and uniqueness of solutions and their continuity relative to initial conditions, we do the same assumptions as in our previous work. The fact that the first argument of sol is its initial value is expressed through the following assumption.
Hypothesis sol0 : forall p, sol p 0 = p.
The continuity of solutions relative to initial conditions in K is admitted through the following hypothesis: when we fix the second argument of sol, we get a function which is continuous on K.
Hypothesis sol_cont : forall t, continuous_on K (sol^~t).
The existence and uniqueness of solutions is expressed through the combination of sol0 and the following hypothesis: a function y starting in K is a solution of (4) if and only if it is equal to the function sol (y 0), that is the solution which has same initial condition.
Hypothesis solP : forall y, K (y 0) -> is_sol y <-> y = sol (y 0).
This equality between functions, which we can use thanks to the axiom of functional extensionality, matches both the pen and paper and the SSReflect [13] proof-styles. Indeed, replacing a function by another one which is extensionaly equal to it is frequent in mathematics and can be done here through rewriting. Rewriting of equalities takes moreover an important part in proof scripts in the SSReflect tactic language. In addition, using the function sol in our statements instead of a function y together with the additional hypothesis is_sol y makes our statements more readable and simplifies our proofs.
As we explained in our previous work, solP is not satisfiable if we constrain the derivative of solutions only for non negative times, since there would be (infinitely) many solutions with the same initial value (the values for negative times are basically free). In order to keep the benefits of this formulation of solP, we decided to change the notion of solution rather than to adapt the formulation. We thus fix the values of solutions for negative times in a way which does not constrain the differential equation. It is always possible since we only want to state properties on values for non negative times. In order to keep the solutions derivable everywhere, we made them symmetric with regard to their initial value (i.e. y(−t ) = 2y(0) − y(t )), which leads to the following definition in Coq:
Definition is_sol (y : R -> U) := (forall t, t < 0 -> y t = minus (scal 2 (y 0)) (y (-t))) /\ forall t, 0 <= t -> is_derive y t (F (y t) ).
This definition does not make the function sol harder to use (there is only an assumption to discard) and we hope it will also be adapted for the proof of the Cauchy-Lipschitz Theorem. We expect a not much longer proof with a first step to build solutions without constraints on negative times and a second step to transform these solutions into solutions as characterised by is_sol. The only true drawback we encountered yet is that this definition significantly increases (around 50 additional lines) the size of the proof of (5).
Indeed, we cannot directly use the uniqueness of solutions to prove this property anymore because the "shifted solution" t → sol p (s + t ) where s ∈ R + may not be a solution anymore since it may not be symmetric with regard to its initial value. It is first necessary to build a solution which coincides with the function t → sol p (s + t ) on R + and to prove that it is indeed a solution. Only then we can use the uniqueness of solutions to conclude the proof.
Automated Differentiation
In our previous work on LaSalle's invariance principle [8] , we encountered difficulties because of the way we deal with differentials in Coqelicot [5] (this also applies to derivative functions in Coq). To express the fact that a function df is the differential of a function f at point p, Coqelicot gives us access to a predicate filterdiff f (locally p) df. This is not very convenient to use in practice compared to the way we can deal with derivatives in Coqelicot.
Indeed, Coqelicot provides a total function Derive f to represent the derivative of a real function f. All theorems about the derivative function of f are then expressed using Derive f, with the hypothesis that f admits a derivative at point x, denoted by ex_derive f x, when it is needed. However, Coqelicot lacks such a total function for differentials. Thus, we have to provide the differential df (or to add it as a parameter when we assume f admits a differential) and in order to prove that df is the differential of f at point p, we have to put df in the right form in order to apply the rules of differentiation.
For instance, while formalizing the inverted pendulum from Lozano et al. [25] , we noticed that several times we had a simplified form of a differential. To prove that it is indeed a differential we performed the same steps:
1. first prove that this differential can be written in a more expanded way, 2. then use the rules of differentiation to prove that this expanded form is the differential of a given function. For example, in Sect. 4.2 we mentioned that the derivative function of E • sol p is t → sol p (t ) 1 fctrl • sol p (t ). But in order to prove this fact it is first necessary to put this function under the form t → dE sol p (t ) Fpendulum sol p (t ) , where dE q is the expanded form of the differential of E at point q. Then, applying the rule for the differentiation of a composition of functions, we have to prove that dE sol p (t ) is the differential of E at point sol p (t ) and that Fpendulum sol p (t ) is the derivative of sol p at time t. The first goal is similarly proven, successively using different rules for differentiation (e.g. the first rule will be the one for the addition of two functions, see (6) for the form of E).
For the first step (expanding functions to put them in the right form), the proof of equality is already quite automated thanks to reflection-based decision procedures for the equality of terms such as ring [14] or field [10] . For the second step (using the rules of differentiation), the only automation provided in Coqelicot is for the case of functions from R to R [23] .
We later learnt that reversing the order between these two steps is possible thanks to the evar_last tactic from Coqelicot and allows for a slight improvement. When the goal is of the form P p 1 . . . p n , with P a predicate and p 1 . . . p n its parameters, this tactic replaces the last parameter with an existential variable ?v, and the goal with the two goals P p 1 . . .?v and ?v = p n . This allows us to use the rules of differentiation without having to provide the expanded form for the differential, since it will be inferred from the constraints these rules impose on ?v. Our contribution is a way to automate this inference.
The automation of the computation of a differential for a given function is done by means of type classes [37] . We keep a database of differentiation rules thanks to a type class diff encapsulating the filterdiff predicate.
When we want to prove that a function df is the differential of a given function f, we apply the following lemma.
Thanks to the SSReflect tactic language [13] , f' is introduced as an existential variable and type class inference is triggered in a seamless way. Type class inference will then automatically compute for us the function f' and prove the assumption diff f F f'. Then we can prove that f' is equal to df using for instance the axiom of functional extensionality and the ring and field tactics.
In order for type class inference to succeed, it is necessary to have a well-stocked database of differentiation rules. We turned rules from Coqelicot into instances of the class diff. For example, the rule giving the differential of constant functions, or the one for the sum of two functions (the proofs are direct application of the corresponding lemmas from Coqelicot).
Sometimes, the form of the differential is not interesting because it is sufficient to prove that this differential exists.
It is possible to prove automatically the existence of differentials by triggering type class inference thanks to the following lemma.
We also have a similar mechanism for derivatives of functions whose domain is a ring with an absolute value (AbsRing structure in Coqelicot). We define a type class deriv encapsulating the is_derive predicate from Coqelicot. We prove two lemmas to trigger type class inference whenever we want to prove that an expression is the derivative of a given function at some point or to prove that such a derivative exists. And we build a database of rules easily extracted from the Coqelicot library.
deriv f x df -> ex_derive f x.
Related Work
Several formalizations on dynamical systems and control theory already exist. Important tools in this domain are the KeYmaera prover [35] and its successor, KeYmaera X [12] . They operate however on a quite different domain since they are based on differential dynamic logic. Moreover, KeYmaera and KeYmaera X use Mathematica as a trusted oracle for quantifier elimination.
Anand et al. [1] developped a framework to build certified programs in Coq for robots, ROSCoq. They followed an approach which is similar to ours: first define the physics of the system using differential equations and then prove properties on it. An important difference with our work is that they use the constructive real numbers from the CoRN library [9] . They are thus able to run the programs they certified, whereas it is impossible to do so using Coq's standard library for real analysis [29] .
Another framework which is designed for cyber-physical systems is the VeriDrone project [28] , developped in the Coq proof assistant [39] . However, it is based on a different logic (it uses an embedding of linear temporal logic in Coq) and also trusts external tools (SMT solvers). In this framework, Chan et al. [6] use a Lyapunov function to prove the stability of a particular system. They have however no proof of a general stability theorem and thus have to do a direct proof.
Herencia-Zapana et al. [17] take another approach to stability proofs: stability proofs using Lyapunov functions, under the form of Hoare triples annotations on C code, are used to generate proof obligations for PVS. By this means, they can directly prove properties on implementations instead of proving them on models of the systems. Mitra and Chandy [31] also formalize in PVS stability theorems using Lyapunov-like functions. They focus however on systems defined by automata while we work on differential equations.
Differential equations have been studied by Boldo et al. [3] and by Immler and Hölzl [20] . In both cases, they focus on numerical approximation schemes, whereas we are interested in the qualitative analysis of the equations: we prove properties on the solutions without finding them analytically and without computing approximations.
About multivariate analysis, besides Paşca's work [33, 34] which we mentioned before, we have access to another formalization in Coq of R n . In the Coqelicot library [5] , a type for R n is defined thanks to a recursive function iterating cartesian product. It is used to define a type for matrices, but Coqelicot only contains few theorems on these stuctures and the Mathematical Components-like approach is more convenient in practice. Harrison, in his work on R n in HOL Light [15, 16] , also comes to the conclusion that functions from a finite type of cardinality n to R are a good way to represent points in R n but the limitations of HOL Light force him to use "encoding tricks". Isabelle/HOL also inherits this formalization from HOL Light.
Concerning differentials, we decided to use type classes to add automation in spite of the existence in Coqelicot of a reflexive tactic computing derivatives [4, 23] . The main issue with this tactic is that it works only on functions from R to itself, while we have at some point to compute the differential of a function whose domain is R n (e.g. we need to compute the differential of E in order to compute the derivative of E • sol p ). We can also mention the formal proof of the automatic differentiation algorithm O∂yssée by Mayero [30] , which is also limited to functions from R to itself.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented our formal proof of soundness of the control function for the inverted pendulum from Lozano et al. [25] . Thanks to this proof, we corrected several mistakes from the work by Lozano et al. and we provide a concrete use case to our previous work on LaSalle's invariance principle [8] . We improved this previous work by making it possible to deal with more differential equations thanks to a slight modification of our definition of the notion of solution.
We made functional analysis in R n more accessible in Coq [39] through the combination of the Coqelicot [5] and Mathematical Components 7 libraries. This combination however suffers from the difficulties we have with subtypes in Coq, when we want to use it for dynamical systems which have a physical interpretation (e.g. see our discussion on non negative real numbers in Sect. 5.1).
We also extended Coqelicot with a structure of topological space, which is less constraining than the notion of uniform space. This structure makes easier the proof of Tychonoff's Theorem. Moreover we added some automation for the computation of derivatives and differentials.
This work still has to be completed with a proof of the Cauchy-Lipschitz Theorem in order to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the differential equation, which we admit for now. It also has several possible continuations. We could port the proof of stability to an implementation of the pendulum. This would require us to study numerical approximation schemes. Moreover, this work opens the door to the formalization of other systems which are proven using the same techniques, for instance systems which are modelled as inverted pendulums [11, 36, 38] .
